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MVS Instrument Components

Portable Computer
with ArtelWare

Plate Reader

QualAssure Solutions

96- and 384-well
Verification Plates

Barcode Scanner
Plate Shaker

Calibrator Plate

Mobile Workstation
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MVS Consumables

Storing MVS QualAssure solutions
• Aqueous solutions should be stored at room temperature, between 15 °C and 30 °C
• DMSO solutions should be stored between 19 °C and 30 °C
• PCRMix solutions should be stored between 2 °C and 25 °C
• PlasProxy and SerumSub solutions should be between 2 °C and 8 °C
• Solutions should be stored in the dark to the extent practical

Using MVS QualAssure solutions
• Transfer to a reservoir only the amount of solution needed at the time of testing.
• Discard solutions that have been sitting out for more than an hour.
• Do not pour unused solutions back into bottle.
• Do not combine solutions.
• Always keep bottles tightly capped when not in use.

Equilibrating the MVS
• When the system experiences a significant temperature change (± 2 °C or more), then the MVS system, 
QualAssure solutions and Calibrator Plate should be equilibrated for 30 to 60 minutes. The Calibrator Plate 
should be re-read before continuing to operate the MVS.

• If the solutions freeze, allow to equilibrate at room temperature for several hours or overnight and then mix 
by gently inverting the bottle at least 20 times and checking for precipitate. If no precipitate is visible, the 
solutions can be used without limitation for the specified shelf life. If precipitate remains, repeat mixing.

Disposal
• Dispose of MVS QualAssure solutions in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations.
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MVS Set Up Instructions

Plate Reader
• Plug one end of the power cord into the power 
supply for the Plate Reader and the other end 
into the power strip on the Mobile 
Workstation.

• Insert the remaining plug on the power supply 
into the power receptacle on the back of the 
Plate Reader and tighten the attached threaded 
connector. Be careful not to over-tighten.

• Connect one end of the USB cable into the Plate 
Reader and the other end into the USB Hub.

Plate Shaker
• Insert the standard plug of the power supply into 
the power strip on the Mobile Workstation.

• Connect the BioShake 3000 Plate Shaker 
to its power supply using the single-pronged 
connector.

• Connect the standard serial connector to the 
USB Adapter. Connect the USB Adapter to the 
USB Hub.

Computer
• Plug the three-prong end of the power supply 
cord into the power strip on the Mobile 
Workstation.

• Plug the round end of the cord into the side 
of the computer. 

• Plug the MVS USB Hub into a USB 3 Port on 
the computer.

Barcode Scanner
• Plug the end of the cord attached to the MVS 
Barcode Scanner into the USB Hub.

System
• Ensure that the power switch on the power 
strip is in the Off position before proceeding.

• Plug the power strip on the Mobile 
Workstation into a three-prong electrical 
receptacle near the instrument under test. 

• Check that each individual component with a 
power switch is powered Off, and then depress 
the switch to energize the power strip. 
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Connecting the Components

Computer with ArtelWare

USB Hub
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Powering On & Off

Powering On
• Turn on by putting the switch on the power strip to the 

ON position.

• The Plate Reader will perform a 3-minute self-test after 
being turned on.

• The Plate Shaker automatically turns on with the power 
of the system.

• Wait for the Plate Reader to become ready for 
operation, then click the ArtelWare icon on the 
desktop of the computer.

• ArtelWare must be launched after the completion of 
the Plate Reader self-test to ensure communication 
between the components.

Powering Off 
• Shut down the computer (optional).

• Switch the Plate Reader to OFF.

• Optional: Press the switch on the power strip to turn 
off all components; the computer which will continue 
to run on battery power until it is shut down.

Turn on the power to the Plate Reader 
by toggling the switch on the right side.

Note: Be sure that the light on the power 
strip is illuminated.

Press the power button on the  
Portable Computer.
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Adding an MVS Instrument

Ensure the MVS instrument is powered on and
connected to the PC. After completing steps 1
Add User and 2 Add Location on the ! Home 
screen Get Started bar, click step 3 Add Instrument.

Select the appropriate MVS type from the 
Add Instrument screen and click OK. 

Fill in the details on the New Instrument screen. 
Provide a unique Instrument ID, a Location, and an 
Owner. Choose the COM Port where the plate reader is 
connected and click Test Connection. The Serial Number 
will be automatically read from the model 800TSNB plate 
reader if communication is established. Manually enter the 
serial number for Model ELX800 readers. Proper driver and 
adapter operation can be checked by finding the 
connected port in the Windows Device Manager under 
[Computer Name]\Ports (COM & LPT).

Select the Shaker tab and choose the COM Port 
where the shaker is connected and click 
Test Connection. The Serial Number may 
be automatically read from the shaker if 
communication is established. If the Serial 
Number does not appear, manually enter the
number printed on the bottom side of the shaker.

Note: There is no need to create an instrument calibration schedule 
for MVS because the instrument will automatically require a 
calibration every 10 hours.
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Calibrating the MVS Plate Reader
Check for bubbles and dirt on the Calibrator Plate
Before testing the Calibrator Plate, position the large bubble in each of the calibrator cuvettes in the top 
window of the cuvette. If the bubbles are not in this position, gently tap the plate in a vertical orientation until 
all bubbles rise to the top of the cuvette.

Cleaning recommendations for the Calibrator Plate
• Artel recommends cleaning only surfaces that appear dirty.
• Clean smudges with a lint-free cloth/lint-free swab and an alcohol (for example, methanol, ethanol, or isopropanol).
• Use lint-free swabs to clean the edges of the cuvette, close to the Calibrator Plate frame.
• Contact Support@artel.co for detailed cleaning instructions.

Initiate calibration
Click Calibrate Instrument in the Shortcuts area on the Home screen. Follow the prompts to calibrate the MVS 
Instrument.

Scan Calibrator Plate barcode 
Using the Barcode Scanner to scan, highlight the barcode on the Calibrator Plate until the Barcode Scanner 
sounds a tone. Select Ad Hoc Calibration and ArtelWare will prompt the operator to insert the Calibrator Plate into the 
reader.

Read the Calibrator Plate
• Gently place the Calibrator Plate onto the Plate Reader tray and secure it into place. 
• The label on the Calibrator Plate will be facing up with the name reading from left to right. 
• Click OK when complete. The Plate Reader will begin taking readings at the required wavelengths.
• ArtelWare will automatically notify the operator if the readings are not within specification.  
• In the event of a failed Instrument Calibration, refer to the User Guide section on Artel MVS Maintenance, ensure 

the plate is inserted as directed, and perform Instrument Calibration again.

Note: The first time calibrating the MVS, ArtelWare 
requests the ArtelWare Activation code, which is 
printed on a card  located in the MVS Calibration 
box, to scan after reading the Calibration Plate. 
This activates ArtelWare for dates that the 
Calibration Plate is valid.
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Measuring the MVS Baseline Plate

Quick Tips:

• Calibrator Plate and Baseline Plate readings are retained for ten hours.

• Repeat the Plate Reader calibration if the temperature 
changes by ± 2 °C or if the MVS is moved to a new location.

• A Baseline Plate reading is required for each Plate Type used, either 
96-well or 384-well. Note: Reading a 384-well plate requires an additional 
add-on license key.

• All MVS Components should equilibrate to room temperature for 1 hour 
before use. See the MVS Consumables page for more information.

To reset Plate Shaker speed:

• Select ! Configuration and then Instruments.

• Select the MVS to change and then " Edit selected instrument.

• On the Configuration tab adjust the speed for the appropriate Plate 
Type and QualAssure type.

• To return to default settings, click the # Reset button next to the speed 
field.

• Shaking parameters may be edited during the shaking steps if 
permitted by Lab Policy Settings.

Scan the Baseline Solution
Upon completing the Calibrator Plate reading, ArtelWare will prompt the operator with the 
option to scan the Baseline Solution barcode and the barcode on the Baseline Verification 
Plate, if applicable. ArtelWare requires individual Baseline Plate readings for each Plate 
Type used. If the option is not selected, the operator will be prompted later, during the 
verification.

Fill the plate with Baseline Solution and shake
Follow the prompts in ArtelWare and fill all wells of the microtiter plate with the requested 
amount of Baseline Solution.

For 384-well plates, centrifuge to remove any bubbles
Place on the Plate Shaker. After shaking completes, examine the microtiter plate to ensure 
that no splashing of liquid occurred during shaking. Reduce the speed of the Plate Shaker 
if needed. If splashing occurs, discard the microtiter plate, press Cancel and repeat the 
test.

Read the Baseline Plate
Once the shaking step is complete, secure the Baseline-filled microtiter plate onto the 
Plate Reader tray. When complete, click OK. The Plate Reader will read the microtiter plate 
and then eject it.
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Adding Liquid Handlers
Select Add Device in the Get Started bar on the Home screen. Follow the prompt to choose add a new Liquid Handler.

ArtelWare includes a catalog of Liquid Handler models. Start adding a liquid 
handler into the software by clicking … and browsing for Manufacturer and Model 
in the ALH Catalog, seen below (also see points 4 & 5). ArtelWare uses the 
abbreviation ALH for Automated Liquid Handler.

Liquid Handler ID is the unique identifier for the device and provides traceability 
through history and results. Once the liquid handler ID is entered and saved it 
cannot be changed.

All liquid handlers in ArtelWare have an assigned Location and Owner. Locations 
are used to filter views on due items and results. Owners are also used for filtering 
and can receive automatic notifications when tasks are due or completed.

New manufacturers and new models can be added to the catalog. Click the + Add 
New ALH Model to Catalog button on the ALH Catalog. Enter the Manufacturer 
and Model names, then click Add.

It is important that the Manufacturer and Model are correct as they cannot be 
changed once a verification has been completed. To see the ALH Catalog, Click … 
and browse for Manufacturer and Model from the Liquid Hander Details tab; or 
Select the Device Catalogs screen from the " Administration menu. Select the ALH 
Catalog tab and then View catalog.
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ALH Verification Configuration

From the Home screen, select Create Plan. Select Liquid Handler 
Verification and then click OK on the Create Plan screen. 

Enter details on the Info tab. Give the Verification Plan a Name. 
A useful naming scheme includes the target volumes in the Name. 

Ensure that Plate Type and Head Configuration match the 
intended plan.

On the Dispense Steps tab, click + Create new dispense step. 

Use the Dispense Step Configuration screen to enter the 
Dispensed Volume, Solution Type, Replicates Per Channel, and 
tolerance Limits. 

Select a Color for the Dispense Step or use the default.

Click Add Dispense Step when the configuration is complete.
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Verification Plan – Dispense Steps

On the Dispense Steps tab, hover the mouse pointer over the 
large plate illustration. 

Locate the wells for the first dispense step until those wells are 
highlighted and then click to assign the first replicate of the 
dispense step at that plate location. 

Continue locating and placing replicates until the # check mark 
appears for the current step in the Dispense Steps list.

Additional dispense steps can be added and configured by clicking 
+ Create new dispense step. Dispense steps can be changed by 
clicking $ Edit selected dispense step. Dispense steps can be 
removed by clicking % Delete selected dispense step.

If additional plates are needed for the listed dispense steps, they 
will be added automatically. Alternatively, additional plates can be 
added by clicking + Add New Plate.
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Running a Liquid Handler Verification

From the Home screen, select 
Verify Liquid Handler.

Select a Verification Type, 
Scheduled or Ad Hoc, and click OK 
to continue. The list of available 
Liquid Handlers will be shown.

Select a Liquid Handler from the list 
to see the available Verification 
Plans. Only those plans appropriate 
for the selected liquid handler are 
shown. 

Select the intended Plan, choose a 
Verification Reason, the correct 
Dispense Head, and Plate Type.

Click Start Verification and follow 
the prompts on the screen 
to complete the dispenses and 
measure the volumes in each well.
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Summed Large Volume Support
ArtelWare supports summing multiple dispenses into a larger target volume.
• Create a new Verification Plan from the & Configuration menu.
• Fill in the Info tab and then, on the Dispense Steps tab, click + Create 

new dispense step.

• Enter a Dispense Volume.
• Check the box on the Dispense Step Configuration to Sum multiple 

dispenses.

• Enter the number of Dispenses To Sum. 
• Confirm that the Summed Target Volume is the expected value.
• Complete the Dispense Step Configuration with the number of 

Replicates Per Channel and Limits then click Add Dispense Step.

• Back on the Dispense Steps tab, note that the Dispense Step shows the 
Summed Target Volume followed in parentheses by the number of 
dispenses and the volume per dispense with the number of replicates on 
the second line.

• On the plate diagram, click the first well to receive a dispense for the Plan.
• Note that the well on the plate diagram shows a large replicate number 

with a subscript for the dispense number within each summed replicate.
• Complete the Verification Plan by clicking on the first well of each 

dispense in order.
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Finding Things

To… Click… And then click…

Add a new model of liquid handler to the system DEVICE CATALOGS, ALH Catalog tab, View catalog, + Add New ALH Model to Catalog. Enter Manufacturer
and Model. Click Add.

Assign permissions to users GROUPS. Edit an existing group to include a new user or create a new group and add the appropriate 
permissions and users to the group.

Reset a user’s password or unlock a user’s account RESET ACCOUNT. Select the user name from the dropdown list, enter a new password for the account, and 
click Apply. Note: Windows Domain User accounts cannot be reset in ArtelWare. Consult a Domain Administrator.

Create an ALH Verification Schedule SCHEDULES, + and enter a Name. Choose ALH Verification for Type. Enter a Repeat period. Click + to add 
the ALH, Dispense Head, Verification Plan, and a Start Date. Click OK to the ALH and then Save.

Activate or Deactivate an ALH LIQUID HANDLERS. Find and select the ALH in the ALH list. Click " to temporarily deactivate the ALH in the 
system. Repeat the steps to reactivate.

Retire an ALH permanently LIQUID HANDLERS. Find and select the ALH in the ALH list. Click ' to permanently retire the ALH in the 
system. Note: Inactive ALHs are unlisted unless the ( Filter has been set to show inactive items.

Print an ALH inventory label LIQUID HANDLERS. Find and select the ALH in the ALH list. Click ) and select Liquid Handler Label from the 
dropdown menu.

Print an ALH Verification label LIQUID HANDLERS. Find and select the ALH in the ALH list. Click ) and select Verification Label from the 
dropdown menu.

Limit what shows on the Home screen as due for verification & in the Due bar and choose a filter based on Time (Days), Location Name, and/or Owner Name and then 
enter the filter text.
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More questions about MVS or ArtelWare?

Click the                Help button in ArtelWare for context-specific help or to view the full User Guide.

To get the most out of the Artel systems and your operators, visit artel.co and see the Resources page at https://www.artel.co/resource-library/

artel.coAdvanced Instruments
25 Bradley Drive                         
Westbrook, Maine 
04092 USA

ordering: 
orders@artel.co
technical support: 
support@artel.co

toll-free: 888-406-3463 
tel: 207-854-0860     
fax: 207-854-0867 

Global Headquarters: 
Two Technology Drive, Norwood, MA 02062 USA
aicompanies.com

© 2023 Advanced Instruments
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